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About the Book 

This monograph tackles three challenges. First, show a mathematics-based meta-model that matches known 

elementary particles. Second, apply models, based on the meta-model, to match other known physics data. Third, predict 

future physics data. 

The math features solutions to isotropic pairs of isotropic quantum harmonic oscillators. This monograph matches 

some solutions to known elementary particles. Matched properties include spin, types of interactions in which the particles 

partake, and (for elementary bosons) approximate masses. Other solutions point to possible elementary particles. 

This monograph applies the models and the extended particle list. Results narrow gaps between physics data and 

theory. Results pertain to elementary particles, astrophysics, and cosmology. For example, this monograph predicts 

properties for beyond-the-Standard-Model elementary particles, proposes descriptions of dark matter and dark energy, 

provides new relationships between known physics constants (including masses of some elementary particles), includes 

theory that dovetails with the ratio of dark matter to ordinary matter, includes math that dovetails with the number of 

elementary-fermion generations, suggests forces that govern the rate of expansion of the universe, and suggests additions 

to and details for the cosmology timeline. 
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Summaries of Chapters 

Chapter 1 Overview 

This chapter discusses context for this monograph and discusses work this monograph presents. We discuss an agenda 

to which this work might contribute. We discuss scope of the work. We discuss possible uses for the work. We summarize 

chapters in the monograph. We summarize some of the mathematical physics that models this monograph shows may help 

advance. One section discusses context for this monograph. We identify needs for models to predict aspects of nature. We 

review a past scenario in which modeling improved physics. We draw parallels between that scenario and today's situation. 

We discuss an opportunity to improve physics. We suggest an agenda for capturing that opportunity. One section discusses 

relationships between this monograph and the agenda the previous section suggests. 

People might say that work in this monograph provides impetus to tackle the agenda. We think this monograph 

provides examples of trying to take steps the agenda features. We note that models we show produce candidates for physics 

predictions. We suggest next steps people might want to take. We summarize, from a modeling perspective, chapters in this 

monograph. We summarize, from a physics perspective, types of insight and examples of predictions that following the 

agenda might produce. 

Chapter 2 From data to the MM1 meta-model and MM1MS1 models 

This chapter discusses modeling. We discuss differences between inputs to models and outputs from models. We 

discuss the desirability of extending modeling practices to include models that produce as outputs information that 

traditional models use as inputs but do not produce as outputs. We point to some physics data that generally accepted 

physics models treat as inputs and generally do not produce as outputs. We develop a meta-model. We use the MM1 meta-

model to produce MM1MS1 models. We correlate aspects of the models with aspects of traditional mathematical physics. 

We correlate aspects of the models with possible future mathematical physics. 

People might say that results in this chapter might correlate with or provide insight about the following aspects of 

physics. Spins of elementary particles. Similarities and differences between boson elementary particles and fermion 

elementary particles. Fields and particles. Number of generations, for elementary fermions. Number of color charges, for 

relevant elementary fermions. Aspects related to interactions that preserve generation for elementary fermions. A length 

characterizing the weak interaction. Conservation laws. Conservation of charge. Possible bases for dark-energy stuff. 

Possible bases for dark matter. Quantum aspects related to magnetic dipole moments of elementary particles. Symmetries 

related to QCD (or, quantum chromodynamics). Aspects of kaon CP-violation. Aspects of neutral B meson flavor oscillation. 

Chapter 3 From the MM1 meta-model to particles and properties 

This chapter starts from solutions we identify in the previous chapter, shows possibilities for listing known and possible 

elementary particles, and shows possibilities for modeling properties of particles and for modeling interactions in which 

particles partake. 

People might say that results in this chapter might correlate with or provide insight about the following aspects of 

physics. A list of known elementary particles. A list of possible elementary particles. Some interactions in which the particles 

partake. Spins for known and possible elementary particles. Possible charges, for some possible elementary bosons. The 

weak mixing angle. The ratio of the mass of the Z boson to the mass of the Higgs boson. Possible approximate masses, for 

possible boson elementary particles. A possible mass, for the tauon, that could be more accurate than a mass determined 

from experimental results. Correlations between measurements of the tauon mass and the gravitational constant. 

Mechanisms correlating with neutrino oscillations. Possible new appearances of the fine-structure constant. 

Chapter 4 From particles to cosmology and astrophysics 

This chapter starts with the known and candidate elementary and composite particles that the previous chapter 

discusses and shows possibilities for correlating with or anticipating data about cosmology or astrophysics. We show 
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models that possibly correlate with various cosmological phenomena and with various astrophysical phenomena. People 

might say that some models point to how to close some gaps between physics data and results from traditional theory. 

People might say that results in this chapter might correlate with or provide insight about the following aspects of 

physics. Mechanisms governing the rate of expansion of the universe. Dark energy. Dark matter. Stuff other than ordinary 

matter, dark matter, and dark-energy stuff. Ratios of densities of dark matter to densities of ordinary matter. Clustering and 

anti-clustering mechanisms, regarding ordinary matter and dark matter. Objects, such as galaxies, that include both 

ordinary matter and dark matter. A mechanism possibly leading to imbalance between matter and antimatter. Mechanisms, 

correlating with quantum phenomena, that may correlate with phenomena people describe via general relativity. The 

galaxy rotation problem. Phenomena regarding the spacecraft flyby anomaly. Mechanisms leading to quasars. Cosmic 

microwave background cooling. Some phases, for quark-based plasmas. 

Chapter 5 From MM1MS1 models to traditional models 

This chapter starts with models this monograph features, discusses extents to which people might correlate or integrate 

our models with traditional physics models, and discusses extents people might use our models to extend or improve on 

traditional physics models. 

People might say that results in this chapter might correlate with or provide insight about the following aspects of 

physics. Additions to the Standard Model. Details regarding aspects of the cosmology timeline. Additions to the cosmology 

timeline. 

Chapter 6 From MM1MS1 models to traditional theories 

This chapter starts with models this monograph features, discusses extents to which people might correlate or integrate 

our models with traditional physics theories, and discusses extents people might use our models to extend or improve on 

traditional physics theories. 

People might say that results in this chapter might correlate with or provide insight about the following aspects of 

physics. Similarities and differences regarding concepts that pertain regarding MM1MS1 models, traditional quantum 

physics, and classical physics. The Dirac equation. Relationships among quadratic operators, linear operators, and 

conservation laws. Relationships between models correlating with conservation laws and models correlating with internal 

properties of elementary particles. For the hydrogen atom, energy levels, fine-structure splitting, hyperfine splitting, and 

the Lamb shift. Possible alternatives to some traditional-physics correlations between some aspects of quantum 

chromodynamics and some applications of concepts correlating with special relativity. Facets of, uses of, and limits 

regarding models based on general relativity. 

Chapter 7 From the MM1 meta-model to perspective 

This chapter discusses the extent to which models in this monograph might provide components for broader 

understanding of nature. We show results from applying the models. We suggest possible opportunities for research 

regarding and applications of models. We suggest possible applications regarding results from models. 

People might say that results in this chapter might correlate with or provide insight about the following aspects of 

physics. Various aspects of physics, assuming specific choices of models that may close gaps between known data and 

traditional theory. Various aspects of physics, assuming a specific choice of models that may correlate with traditional 

theory via which people interpret data. A table of families of known and possible elementary particles and of some 

properties correlating with those particles. Possible opportunities for research, centric to aspects of the MM1 meta-model 

and MM1MS1 models that correlate with the MM1 meta-model. General opportunities, regarding modeling, for research 

and applications. General opportunities, regarding physics, for research and applications. 

Chapter 8 Appendices 

This chapter shows some data and math this monograph uses as inputs. One section shows some physics numbers this 

monograph uses. One section notes relationships between numbers of generators for groups SU(j) for various j. 

Chapter 9 Compendia 

This chapter provides a list of acronyms this monograph uses and provides lists for use in finding items in this 

monograph. One section lists acronyms this monograph uses. One section lists summaries of sections and names of tables. 

One section collects a list of references from above. 
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